STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE:

Date of Construction: 1/1/1935  Date of Alterations:  

Architect/Designer:  

History of Structure: The East Entrance sign was built by enrollees of Camp NP-2, stationed at Zion, in 1935. A year earlier, the East Checking Station had been constructed. These two structures marked the east entrance to Zion National Park, which had been accessible from the east since the completion of the Zion-Mt. Carmel Highway in 1930.

Evaluation of Structure: Historic Theme Contributing

National Register Criteria: A B C D (Include integrity statement)

The East Entrance Sign, built of large, red sandstone blocks with a wooden hanging sign retains its original character and fabric typical of the NPS-Rustic style.

Bibliography: Olivieri, Lance. LCS inventory. 1976:

Representation in Other Surveys: LCS inventory. 1976:

If structure has been removed, how? Date:  

Report prepared by: Nancy Withereel Date: 10/10/84
CONTINUATION FROM FRONT SHEET - STRUCTURE NAME  Building #3 Horse Shed

LOCATION:  Section ________ State ________  USE:  CURRENT INTERIOR USE (NPS 28 CODE) VC
Township ________ County ________  Original Use OT-bus shed
Range ________  Intermediate Uses

OWNERSHIP:  Present Owner:  NPS  DRAWING NO. _____________
Original Owner:  Utah Parks Company  NEGATIVE NO. ROLL #18, VIEW 6
Intermediate Owner(s):  ______________________________

***PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION***

TYPE OF STRUCTURE (NPS 28 CODE):  BH  CHIMNEYS:  None
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER (STYLE):  NPS-Rustic  PORCHES:  None
SITE (INCLUDE ORIENTATION OF STRUCTURE):  Faces East to entrance
road for Birch Creek garage area  WINDOWS:  At front elevation, a casement window
OVERALL BUILDING PLAN (FOOTPRINT):  Rectangle  DOORS:  Open on front (E) elevation
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:  26'x90'  ADDITIONS:  None
COMPOSITION (NPS 28 CODE):  MT  INTERIOR PLAN:  Divided into stalls (24 stalls) with
STORIES:  1 Story  open sides and cement floors.
FOUNDATION:  Reinforced concrete  INTERIOR FINISHES:  Concrete/dirt floor

WALLS:  Metal corrugated sheeting

ROOF:  Corrugated metal sheeting; no exposed roof members

SIGNIFICANT ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES (INCLUDING INTERIOR AND SETTING) FOR PARK PLANNING PURPOSES:

Retains original wall fabric